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General comments: The authors quantified the annual impacts of discharge and vege-
tation density on the sediment concentration at dozens of gauges over the Yellow River
basin. The conclusion is that the dominant controlling factor of sediment shifts from
discharge to the vegetation resistance with discharge increasing, which is interesting.
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Besides, the manuscript was well written. However, some problems about the details
of the assumptions and method used (i.e. wavelet coherence analysis and regression
fitness) are expected to be explained more clearly, as these details are very critical to
the reliability as well as reasonableness of results associated with main conclusion.

We appreciate the reviewer’s comments and have made our efforts to explain our as-
sumptions and method used in the manuscript as the reviewer suggested. Our re-
sponse to each comment is listed below in blue with the changes in manuscript, we
also include the specific line numbers of the changes we have made. We hope the
reviewer find the revision and responses satisfactory.

Several detailed comments are listed as follows:

(1) “The sediment concentration follows a bell shape with NDVI at annual scale” was
summarized throughout the text (e.g., Line 12/193/253), while the log-transformation
was used to sediment concentration data in Figures 2 and 3. As we know, the log
transformation is non-linear, thus the bell shape in Figures 2 and 3 may depend on this
transformation approach.

We agree with the reviewer that log-transformation would change the shape of the cor-
relation between NDVI and concentration. But as we shown here the increase and de-
crease trend of the bell shape sustains and is clear in linear scale. As the concentration
covers a large range from 0.1kg/m3 to 700kg/m3, the points with small concentration
(i.e. <=100kg/m3) would all collapse. The differences among these points cannot be
shown clearly in linear scale. Thus, to make the relationship clearer we choose the
log-transformation for better presentation. We hope the reviewer finds our explanation
satisfactory.

Figure 2R1: Scatter plots between the maximum NDVI and slope in the Q-C regression
(ïĄąQC).

Figure 3R1: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and maximum NDVI: (a) at 44
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study gauges between 1982 and 1986, where the dots are color-coded by the slope in
the Q-C regression (ïĄąQC) at each gauge; and (b) at 7 gauges with both data from
the years 1982 – 1986 (blue dots) and the years 2008 – 2012 (red dots).

(2) In Figure 3, the authors should give the mathematical expression of the fitted curve
with bell shape. Is it of a polynomial form or something else? Moreover, the goodness
of the fit is expected to be presented.

Yes, it is a polynomial form. We have now shown the mathematical expression of
the fitted curve, as well as the goodness of the fit in the figure. Thank you for your
suggestion (please see the updated Figure 3).

Figure 3R2: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and maximum NDVI: (a) at 44
study gauges between 1982 and 1986, where the dots are color-coded by the slope in
the Q-C regression (ïĄąQC) at each gauge; and (b) at 7 gauges with both data from
the years 1982 – 1986 (blue dots) and the years 2008 – 2012 (red dots). The R2 for
the two fit is 0.6 and 0.44 respectively with p-value < 0.001 for both of them.

(3) It’s doubtable that the so-called emergent stationarity is attributed only to vegeta-
tion resistance. The physical connection between vegetation condition and sediment
concentration is not as explicit as that between discharge and sediment concentration.
In addition, the discharge and the vegetation were separately incorporated to consider
the impact to sediment condition. So, the conclusion in this study is under very strong
assumption, i.e., the sediment condition in a basin is only controlled by discharge and
vegetation. However, this assumption was not listed clearly. On the other hand, was it
reasonable? In addition to vegetation, resistance of sediment to erosion may be related
to other property of the basin, such as soil properties. Authors said sediment concen-
tration follows a bell shape with vegetation index. I guess that the mean sediment
concentration also follows a bell shape with the mean runoff. According to literatures,
the discharge of 1982-1986 in many sub-basins of Yellow River was much larger than
that in 2008-2012, how to compare the decreased discharge contribution with the in-
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creased NDVI contribution to the concentration? Can the authors add the plot of mean
sediment concentration against annual discharge with the same period and gauges in
both Figure 3a and 3b?

We are sorry about the confusion we made that “the sediment condition in a basin
is only controlled by discharge and vegetation.” What we are trying to say in this
manuscript is that based on our findings of the correlation between NDVI and con-
centration from the data, vegetation plays an important role in soil erosion and sedi-
ment transport for all the study catchments. Combining with Figure 1 that the coupling
between Q-C weakens with the increase in mean annual discharge, we have the re-
sults that: when mean annual discharge is small, both discharge and vegetation have
good correlation with sediment concentration, while when mean annual discharge is
relatively large, the correlation between vegetation and concentration sustains, but the
correlation between Q-C fades out. For the former situation (mean annual discharge
is small), Q-C is positively correlated, which is consistent with our intuitive that larger
discharge delivered more sediment. While the positive correlation between NDVI and
concentration is counterintuitive, as we usually think vegetation helps prevent soil ero-
sion. Thus, we think for these catchments, the increase in concentration is caused by
hydraulic erosion and transport. Although larger Q also enables growth in vegetation,
the amount of vegetation coverage is not sufficient to resist soil erosion caused by
discharge. That is, the correlation between NDVI and concentration for these gauges
is not a causal relationship, but is more likely because of the discharge. On the other
hand, for the latter condition when mean annual discharge is relatively large, the impact
of discharge disappears while the resistance from vegetation takes the dominance.
But as the reviewer pointed out that our understanding in physical connection between
vegetation condition and sediment concentration is not as explicit as that between Q-
C. Further studies on the physical impact of vegetation is essential to explain this bell
shape correlation in the perspective of mechanism. Indeed, motivated by this finding,
we have done numerical simulations on the change in soil properties like saturated
hydraulic conductivity caused by re-vegetation in another manuscript forthcoming.
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We have also studied the correlation between dominant soil types and sediment con-
centration, the plot is quite scatter, thus we didn’t show it in the manuscript for brevity.
The results is shown in Figure R1. It is possible that there are other factors we did’t
consider here that influences the sediment transport, however, given the good fit be-
tween maximum NDVI and concentration, it is reasonable to say that vegetation plays
an significant role in the soil erosion and sediment transport in the YRB, though it may
not be the only controlling factor.

Figure R1: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and dominant soil types: the
denotations are as follows: 1: hilly gully region 1; 2: hilly gully region 2; 3: hilly gully
region 3; 4: hilly gully region 4; 5: hilly gully region 5; 6: plateau gullies; 7: terrace;
8: alluvial plain; 9: stony mountains; 10: highland grassland; 11: dry grassland; 12:
sandy; 13: hilly woods.

The relationship between annual discharge and concentration is shown in Figure 3R3.
As we can see from Figure 3R3a, instead of a bell shape correlation, the mean con-
centration generally declines with annual discharge for all the 68 study gauges. How-
ever, this trend doesn’t sustain for the seven gauges at the outlet of major tributaries
(Figure 3R3b), where the plot is more scatter. This is consistent with our findings in
Figure 1b, that these gauges near the outlet of tributaries have less coupled discharge-
concentration relationship. Although the discharge of 1982 – 1986 is smaller than that
in 2008 – 2012, we believe the strength of the correlation between Q-C would sustain.
Moreover, from Figure 1b, we can see that usually catchments with smaller discharge
have stronger Q-C correlation. As we can from Figure 3R3b, the plots are scatter in
both 1982 – 1986 and 2008 – 2012 despite of the change in discharge. Thus, we think
that the vegetation is a better indicator of concentration than discharge.

Figure 3R3: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and annual discharge: (a) at 44
study gauges between 1982 and 1986, where the dots are color-coded by the slope in
the Q-C regression (ïĄąQC) at each gauge; and (b) at 7 gauges with both data from
the years 1982 – 1986 (blue dots) and the years 2008 – 2012 (red dots).
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We have added the following explanation in different parts of the manuscript (please
see lines 229 – 235 and 348 – 352), we hope the reviewer finds our explanation satis-
factory.

L229: To confirm this impact of vegetation resistance, we also examined the relation-
ship between sediment concentration and other catchment characteristic like dominant
soil type. No significant correlation was observed as vegetation did. Although there
could still be other factors not considered here contributed to the decline in sediment
concentration, it is undoubted that vegetation is one of the most influential factors of
sediment reduction and can be used as a good indicator of the soil erosion and sedi-
ment transport in the YRB.

L348: Numerical simulations as well as long-term measurements on the soil properties
are also needed to further explain the physical mechanism of vegetation retardation:
how it develops its impact on soil erosion and sediment transport by changing soil
properties and other topographic characteristics during its growth and spread.

(4) On line 92-96 about the NDVI data used, how area-specific NDVI was obtained from
the spatial imagery? Since the downloaded imagery was global, why only NDVI at 44
gauges not the maximum 68 gauges was estimated.

We extracted the raster data of NDVI from the global image by the drainage area of
each gauge. Instead of the 68 gauges, we choose to use the 44 gauges located on the
major tributaries for further study, as the water and sediment relationship at gauges
on the main stem are more likely to be significantly influenced by the major dames
along the YR. The situations on hillslope in the catchments could be overwhelmed by
these dam activities. To avoid the significant impact from the human management
on water release, we chose these 44 gauges on the major tributaries for our further
analysis on the catchment characteristics. We hope the reviewer satisfies with our
explanation (please see lines 99 – 101). The following is the explanation we added in
the manuscript:
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The gauges on the main stem of YR were not used as the water and sediment condition
there is more likely controlled by the major dams along the main stem rather than the
hillslope characteristics.

(5) Why not use the mean NDVI, but the maximum (daily?) NDVI, when you inves-
tigated the relationship between the NDVI and mean concentration at annual scale?
How much uncertainty for the maximum NDVI exists?

We tried the mean NDVI as well, the rising and falling trend is still apparent (see fol-
lowing figure), but the maximum NDVI provides better shape. Thus, we chose to use
the maximum NDVI for presentation. One possible reason is that the vegetation types
in the YRB are mostly deciduous, the green period is relatively short, an averaged
NDVI could decrease the difference among vegetation density. Since the variability in
maximum NDVI for each site is not very large (Figure 3a), and the trend is consistent
between mean NDVI and maximum NDVI, we think the uncertainty for the maximum
NDVI is not significant for this study. We hope the reviewer finds our explanation suffi-
cient.

(6) In Figure A1, the text in legend is inappropriate, because there were not 68 green
triangles plotted (maybe 68-44=22 gauges).

Since the 44 gauges belongs to the 68 gauges, it might be confusing to use 22, we
have changed the symbol to make it clear. Hopefully the reviewer finds the updated
figure appropriate.

Figure S1: Spatial distribution of hydrology gauges used in this study. The green
triangles correspond to 68 gauges with discharge and sediment concentration data,
the red circles correspond to 44 selected gauges with NDVI data, and the yellow circles
are the ones with annual discharge and sediment data for the years 2000 – 2012.

(7) On line 120, “annual scale . . . is when the coupling from wavelet coherence
analysis is strongest”, why?
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As we can see from Figure 1a and A3, the annual scale has largest wavelet coher-
ence. The wavelet coherence is like the correlation coefficient, the larger it is, the more
correlated the two variables are. Thus, we chose to use the annual for further analysis.
We have made the following changes in the manuscript, we hope the reviewer finds
our explanation sufficient (please see lines 133 – 135).

This analysis is applied only at annual scale since this is when the coupling from
wavelet coherence analysis is the strongest (the one with the largest wavelet coher-
ence).

(8) On line 141-142, “slope in the Q-C regression (aQC) declines exponentially with
Qm (p-value < 0.0001)”. From the Figure 1b, it looks like log-transformation used to
aQC. If so, then the text expression and plot were inconsistent. And the authors should
give the mathematical equation of exponential decline trend and its fitted curve.

Thank you for noticing the logarithmic scale in y axis. We chose to use logarithmic scale
for the slope in Q-C regression to better present the differences among small values
which is a large amount in the study catchment, otherwise the small values would
just cluster together. Taking the log-transformation on both side of the exponential
regression, we will have a linear relationship between log(ïĄąQC) and Q. We have
added the fitted curve and the equation in the updated Figure 1. We are sorry about
the confusion and hope the reviewer will find our explanation satisfactory. Thank you!

Figure 1: Scatter plots between long-term mean annual discharge (Qm) and (a)
wavelet Q-C coherence at daily, monthly and annual scales, (b) slope of the discharge-
sediment concentration regression (ïĄąQC) at annual scale, R2 = 0.55 and p-value <
0.0001.

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/hess-2018-265/hess-2018-265-AC2-
supplement.pdf
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Interactive comment on Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2018-
265, 2018.
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Fig. 1. Figure 2R1: Scatter plots between the maximum NDVI and slope in the Q-C regression
(ïĄąQC).
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Fig. 2. Figure 3R1: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and maximum NDVI: (a) at 44
study gauges between 1982 and 1986, where the dots are color-coded by the slope in the Q-C
regression (ïĄąQC) at each ga
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Fig. 3. Figure 3R2: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and maximum NDVI: (a) at 44
study gauges between 1982 and 1986, where the dots are color-coded by the slope in the Q-C
regression (ïĄąQC) at each ga
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Fig. 4. Figure R1: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and dominant soil types: the
denotations are as follows: 1: hilly gully region 1; 2: hilly gully region 2; 3: hilly gully region 3;
4: hilly gully
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Fig. 5. Figure 3R3: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and annual discharge: (a) at 44
study gauges between 1982 and 1986, where the dots are color-coded by the slope in the Q-C
regression (ïĄąQC) at eac
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Fig. 6. Figure 3R4: Scatter plot of annual mean concentration and mean NDVI: (a) at 44
study gauges between 1982 and 1986, where the dots are color-coded by the slope in the Q-C
regression (ïĄąQC) at each gauge
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Fig. 7. Figure S1: Spatial distribution of hydrology gauges used in this study. The green
triangles correspond to 68 gauges with discharge and sediment concentration data, the red
circles correspond to 44 sel
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Fig. 8. Figure 1: Scatter plots between long-term mean annual discharge (Qm) and (a) wavelet
Q-C coherence at daily, monthly and annual scales, (b) slope of the discharge- sediment con-
centration regression (ïĄą
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